APPLICATION TIMELINE FOR OCTOBER AND MARCH ENTRIES

APPLICATION PERIOD FOR ENTRY IN OCTOBER

If you choose a course that begins in October, you will begin in the winter semester (WS).

Application period (WS): 15.04 – 20.08

Some courses have a shortened application period. View current list: www.th-deg.de/en/apply

1. Register in Primuss portal (change language to EN)
2. Select a course
3. Enter personal details and academic qualifications
4. Upload documents:
   - Secondary school leaving certificate
   - CV
   - Language certificates, if required
   - Copy of passport or ID card
   - Master applicants: bachelor certificate & grade sheet

The complete list of required documents is available on the Primuss platform during the application period. It will be individually generated out of your personal information.

APPLICATION PERIOD FOR ENTRY IN MARCH

If you choose a course that begins in March, you will begin in the summer semester (SS).

Application period (SS): 15.11 – 15.01

Some courses have a shortened application period. View current list: www.th-deg.de/en/apply

1. Register in Primuss portal (change language to EN)
2. Select a course
3. Enter personal details and academic qualifications
4. Upload documents:
   - Secondary school leaving certificate
   - CV
   - Language certificates, if required
   - Copy of passport or ID card
   - Master applicants: bachelor certificate & grade sheet

The complete list of required documents is available on the Primuss platform during the application period. It will be individually generated out of your personal information.